In the last decades videogames have become very popular. In this article I argue that they establish a new relationship between bodies and identities. In videogames, the storylines are based on a mixture of other types of media fiction, where women's bodies are overrepresented and stereotypical, because of the market logic underlying these new media productions, which target a wide audience. Nevertheless, videogames' interactivity shapes new experiences of acting through other bodies. The erotic gaze on virtual bodies is shaped by the elements of exoticism and the grotesque. The virtual spaces and actions are characterized by exoticism (the recurrent presence of death, fear, surprise, thrills) and the realism necessary to involve the user's senses. I also argue that interaction in games is a process of imagination and action. The game user acts through another body, which he/she controls. This process opens possibilities for a resisting oppositional gaze and subversive practices, beyond the commercial aims of the games' designers. Of course, there are oppressive aspects of the virtual bodies; a female body becomes a mathematical series of polygons, out of space and time, and, only as such, the object of desire of invisible cyberteenagers. Nevertheless, as gendered subjects, to have a virtual body to play with is a liberating appropriation of a space not designed for us.
Introduction
As subjects of contemporary societies, our lives are increasingly connected to circuits (a matrix) such as the Internet, the satellite aerial network, telephone cables or transportation systems. This connectedness both influences and conjoins our moments of leisure and work. Increasingly, through information networks, leisure and work, playing and learning take place at the same time in (cyber)space. One example is the spread of software designed for entertainment such as games, a major software and hardware industry. Videogames have become so popular not least because they are designed for use with simple cheap equipment, most often a computer or 51 T F a machine (for example, Nintendo, PlayStation, Dreamcast and XBox) plugged into the television.
In this article, I shall address the ways in which we experience everyday life, emotions and desires when we are connected to virtual space through videogames. This article will focus on women's bodies in videogames, using my own experience of playing and enjoying them as a way to illustrate contemporary reformulations of gender, body, identity, time and space. I draw on the theories of Gilles Deleuze and Donna Haraway in blurring the boundaries between human and machine, female and digital. Adopting a view close to Rosi Braidotti's discussion on nomadic subjects, I too see a positive change in the subject emerging from the crisis of modernity. I view videogames as a postmodern product in which fictional nomadic identities are possible. My main argument is that videogames as a technology, although 'corporate-driven' and not designed for women, sometimes 'undo' and disrupt gendered perceptions of bodies and identities. For feminists, this technology represents an opening up of new possibilities of 'post-human utopia' (Braidotti, 1994: 33) . However, this analysis of videogames is intended to keep in mind the intersections of theory, praxis and desire. I begin with a brief discussion of the popularity of videogames as a new medium, starting from my personal experience with videogames. I connect this personal aspect with a theoretical discussion of the terms I consider useful to describe interactivity in cyberspace. These key terms are: technology, machinic, assemblage, image, interface and inner-action. Subsequently, I outline the concepts I encountered in videogame interactions: aesthetics, death, embodiment, gender stereotypes and queer identities. In the last section, I delineate the changes in temporal and spatial conceptions brought about by videogames, supporting the theoretical discussion with data and reflections on videogame users. In the conclusion, I link my lived experiences with the thesis that videogames represent an opening of new empowering ways to define gender identity.
First, being concerned with gender difference and inequalities, I cannot ignore the material aspects of videogames, which I discuss in the following section.
Domesticated virtual spaces and subjects
The economic, social and cultural significance of games cannot be underestimated. An article in the online magazine Game Zero reported that PlayStation alone had sold more than 60 million units by October 1999. Today, the fastest processors are developed not for science labs, but for the videogame industry. Here again, the machine's limitations play an important role. In the last few years, computer processors have become exponentially faster. The fact that games can contain ever more information has challenged game designers to create increasingly complex plots and characters. During the global recession and 'dot-com' crisis of 2000-1, it was reported by various business newspapers and magazines that one of the few booming sectors in the economy was the videogame industry. Such ubiquity means also that this technology cannot be seen as innocent: videogames invade domestic spaces, moving far beyond the Benjaminian world of the arcade. While the primary consequence of this may be increased isolation and individualization of spaces of play and entertainment, my argument is that this is not the whole story. Much literature on interactivity and new media has addressed the fact that women can use digital spaces in unpredictable and liberating ways (see, for example, Balsamo, 1995; Cherny and Weise, 1996; Danet, 1995; Flanagan, 2002; Kaplan and Kaplan, 1981; Senft and Horn, 1996; Turkle, 1984) because of the reconfiguration of bodies and gendered identities emerging from disembodied, highly mediated communications (Stone, 1996; Turkle, 1995) .
In the last instance, an analysis of the emancipatory potential of any new media (videogames especially) is dependent on the particular vision of technology that the theorist employs. I start by defining technology and then argue that videogames are not technologies simply because they presuppose electronic media or (assembled) digital and electrical objects. Rather, following Deleuze's (1988) conceptualization of machines as mechanisms, 1 I argue that videogames are machinic in that they allow us to comprehend events in particular new ways, reorganizing our conceptions of time, space, bodies and gender. By thinking within a postmodern feminist perspective and guided by my reading of Deleuze and Heidegger, I offer critiques of Cartesian and Hegelian philosophy. I employ in this article the idea of technology as irreducible to 'instrumentality' (as in modern western rationality) in its derivation from the Greek techne (Aronowitz et al., 1996) . I am interested in technology not only as an 'enframing' (Heidegger's Gestell) or contextualization that limits, defines and calls forth specific knowledge, but as a Deleuzean machine, an ontological relation that materializes worldviews, bodies and environments, situating and yet revealing knowledge and beings. As demonstrated in the following discussion, technology is seen as never reducible to instrumental needs nor to epistemological tools. In short, discursivity and materiality are not assumed as opposed and incompatible, but rather as co-existing, in an attempt to undermine classical western dualisms such as nature/culture, body/mind, female/male. Consequently, I will treat videogames here as 'material-semiotic objects' (Haraway, 1997) following the ontologicalmaterialist collapse of terms deployed to avoid a limiting view that separates reality and imagination or the authentic and prosthetic. In so doing, technology is no longer seen as merely a tool or means (medium) that connects the two hierarchically ordered concepts.
Further, to escape a reduction to either reality or representation, I will employ Blanchot's definition of an image as 'a limit to the indefinite, as a suspended dream ' (1982: 254) . If images are not a reflection of the world, we can capture a different relation of intimacy of images and our existence, especially in the case of images of female bodies in cyberspace. This view seems particularly useful with regard to cyberspace, a new realm in which interactive images constitute our selves by disembodying experiences even more than in cinematic and televisual media (Clough, 2000) . In my view, digital images are limits that allow us to live, to be in relation to the indefinite 'dream' of cyberspace, which is ultimately a suspended unmapped space. As Braidotti states, body images are 'a point of overlapping of the physical, the symbolic and the sociological ' (1994: 4) . I can only begin to address the symbolic and sociological dimensions of videogames by contextualizing them in the physical pleasure I experience in playing them.
Digital pleasures and new bodies: assemblages and bodies without organs
Starting from my own experiences, I must admit that I am fascinated and attracted by videogames, and I love to lose myself in the strange places they create where a flux of thoughts and actions can come into dialogue. Most of all, I am fascinated by the quality of the videogames' images, with their completely artificial 'manmade' landscapes and their predefined mechanisms for interactions. I care for the characters I interact with, knowing that their actions express an 'artificial' form of life that relates to me and with which I can express unimaginable aspects of my existence. I look for details in the landscapes and I am delighted when I find familiar elements or when I recognize the voice and sound of 'my' characters. I like the hypnotic concentration that videogames induce, together with the adrenaline rushes when running to save my (character's) life or the joy in discovering that one has another 'life' left after being killed. Many websites, online forums and conversations with girlfriends made it clear to me that I was not the only woman to be passionate about videogames. Furthermore, the discovery of feminist literature on this topic, especially the work of Halberstam, Plant, Schleiner, Turkle, Tolamn and Higgins, helped me to reflect on these personal experiences with videogames in social terms. These experiences and shared stories convinced me that even though videogames have an homogeneous quality, they are powerful mechanisms capable of producing novel desires and ways of transcending the limits of our corporeal individuality. In a sense, videogames allow us to think of a 'non-human sex' (Deleuze and Guattari, 1977) because we can perform our gender and sexuality through machines that create new relations, new assemblages (Deleuze, 1988) of female/male/trans-human/machinic desires. The experience of a non-human (machinic) gender and desire helps me to think of my female subjectivity in relation to videogames as an assemblage that can only be studied by bearing in mind its connected parts (eyes, brain, hands, television, computer, mouse), its thousand tiny sexes. In this sense, videogame players experience a form of 'machinic thinking' (Deleuze, 1988) . In videogames, we are assemblages 'composed' by pieces of a machine, by bodies without weight, suspended between dynamic matter and timeless immobility. Using videogames places us 'outside of our bodies' and inside the software through assemblages that are extensions of our physical bodies. But videogames go beyond mere 'extension'; they are powerful and complex configurations that make us ontologically different by placing us in the troubling presence and absence of disembodied yet visible bodies.
In the flat world of videogames, where bodies are interchangeable and changing gender is easy and reversible, I can identify with Deleuze's idea of a body without organs. This is a conception of the body as of constantly
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Feminist Theory 4(1) emergent desire and intensity. Bodies are passages or movements that resist organizing principles that would reduce the energy or increase the categorization (in one of two genders) of life forms. 2 In short, digital technologies redefine not only our desires and bodies, but also the very ideas of the 'self' and the 'human' (Turkle, 1995) . Even outside of videogames, as Haraway states, we are already cyborgs or . . . stem cells in the marrow of the technoscientific body, imploded germinal entities, densely packed condensations of worlds, shocked into being from the force of the implosion of the natural and the artificial, the implosion of distinctions of nature-culture, subject-object, artificial and organic bodies, lived narratives and realities, space and time. (Haraway, 1997: 14) Playing a videogame entails entering into a technological system that involves the body (eyes, ears and hands especially), a monitor, a CD, a game interface (often called a joystick!) and a machine (the computer) which runs the CD and sends the information to the monitor. All of these elements constitute a system of vision and action, and simultaneously a self-vision in the moment of action (Stone, 1996) . From the point of view of the player, the videogame requires not only attention directed to observing images, as in a film, but also directed to obtaining specific responses to proceed with the game. This involves a series of interactions happening quickly and unpredictably, which produce a peculiar improvisational quality that allows for different ways of experiencing the body and temporality.
Playing: imagining, interacting and inner-acting
Videogames are a form of entertainment that involve particularly complex interactions. Interaction is a mutual and simultaneous activity by more than one participant, usually working towards a goal (Stone, 1996) . This implies a few corollaries: mutual interruptability; limited look-ahead (the level of anticipation by participants is limited by the possibility of interrupting the interaction); no default (the games do not have to appear to follow a pre-planned path); and the impression of an infinite database which the immersive interaction must give. In general, all games, mediated by technology or not, are developed on the premise that playing involves interactions or performing actions while knowing that the context of such action is not real or serious. In the case of videogames, the response can be given by another player or by the game player's character. All the interactions are mediated by the interface. Numerous studies have addressed the fascinating subject of interfaces both in their taken for granted invisible structure and in their design and functionality. As with any other technology, an interface is not just an instrument, but is also an epistemological 'frame', a machine that brings forth specific knowledges 3 and worldviews (Latour and Woolgar, 1986) , creating identities and inevitable resistances. Videogame interfaces are particularly interesting because they provide an unpredictable frame that has to be challenged, played with and performed (Danet, 1995) .
The fact of knowing that a game is a fiction implies imagination and a swift process of developing familiarity with the character one is -action (1996) as the mental activity activated by the game, in which the player creates an understanding of an action and, consequently, an understanding of his/her identity. I argue that these imaginative experiences, aided by sensorial stimulation, have an effect on how we imagine our bodies and gendered identity. They allow space for roles other than those determined by our specific cultural local contexts. In this sense, the simultaneous imagining and acting translate into a rupture of the cultural and power barrier that limits our gendered real life (Plant, 1996) . Perhaps it would also be appropriate to consider playing with videogames, impersonating various characters as a process of staging different sides of our identity similar to theater performance (Danet, 1995; Turkle, 1984 Turkle, , 1995 . 5 The concept of inner-acting refers to interactions and imagination taking place outside of the gendered definitions of our bodies and our material context. This inner-action is possible in videogames because they are a complex technological system of vision and performance that takes place in a 'mediated' space (Kinder, 1991) . In my view, these elements establish a new body/identity relation which is yet taking shape and redefining itself constantly, but which leaves room for multiple interactions and identifications. In Wiley's words, 'cyberspace and cybersexuality emerge and surge from the ambiguous and shifting ground of everyday life and the indeterminacy of what is known and knowable ' (1995: 161) . Similar to the theatrical stage, cyberspace allows for a new kind of performativity that follows complex rules, as Brenda Laurel pointed out from very early on in her work on computers as theaters (Laurel, 1991) . In a similar way, I argue that virtual space creates a paradoxical presence and absence (see also Blanchot, 1982) because, when we use software, we act using an interface, a body that is not our body: we are present and act through symbols, images or words appearing on the screen. Many events in videogames follow a non-linear (causal) sequence. For example, one's character can die suddenly and repeatedly in the same game; in other instances, the character may be able to proceed in the game only by torturing or killing others (even symbolically) without feeling any pain or bearing the signs of what would be considered traumatic events. In some games, one can heal or replenish supplies, but the eternal 'newness' of the game does not allow the character to 'bear traces' of the past.
Cyberspace as a place of errors, death and repetition
In the games, too, the ultimate end often coincides with death. In terms of the software or in Internet games, death is the moment of disconnection when information and speed are not 'there' anymore. In the logic of videogames, however, there is no traumatic, 'apocalyptic' death-event because the next click can restart the game and reterritorialize the character
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for a different context. In these games, every new landscape is a place you can return to the next day without seeing any change in it. Death, which can be seen as disconnection from cyberspace, is always repeated (normally the player can 'die' and restart three times from the same place before being sent back to the beginning of the game). We control the repetition through a few buttons on the keyboard. In spite of this structural feature of the game, as a player, I often find upsetting the sudden and graphic death of 'my' character. This is especially true of characters of my own gender, with which I identify enough to have to take a break after the second or third consecutive death. The necessity of being connected is compensated by the machine because, when the player is not in the game or connected, there is an 'avatar' (an icon), an object keeping the place for her/him. Some characters wait 'sleeping' for the next mouse click. In a sense, our absence is always territorialized through an automaton, a machinic representation that keeps our place. I would argue that the emergence of a 'plane of consistency' into which real time and fictional characters, surfaces and entities fall is possible because it is inherent in the logic of cyberspace. We are always already present and absent in cyberspace. Therefore, the imaginary created in videogames does not require linearity or completeness, but rather acceptance of an uncertain, constructed, modifiable world, constantly narrated and betrayed, in which we are conscious of interfaces and intervals (Braidotti, 1994) . Ultimately, cyberspace is, in the specific form of videogames, a dead empty space that implies all the potential becomings and movements among objects that are never static. Digital technology is not just a new realm of the entertainment industry, but an historically situated technology that creates a technical enframing that informs our subjectivity. The present historical moment is interesting because this technology is still novel and can be understood through its unfamiliarity. This novelty allows for an opening of processes decided by the users that disrupt common-sense normative assumptions about time and space (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998) . Because the interfaces are visible and technically limited, it is possible to observe a place between modes of information. For example, errors in design, programming and the interface design force us to perceive time and space in a different way; this unfamiliar 'way' makes us alert to many conventional assumptions about those concepts that 'enframe' our identities. Similarly, computer generated physical spaces make us different (the same actions may happen on different planets, with different gravity).
We experience cyberspace through subjective perceptions, on the one hand, and the physical movements of data on the screen and fingers on the keyboard, on the other hand. Only the speed of materialization of thoughts and actions renders empty and invisible the material interface we use. This makes us rethink 'the practices of self-reflection of knowledge in terms of the teletechnological' (Clough, 2000: 93) . The speed of action in cyberspace is not a relationship between time and space, but a phenomenological event that places us at the edge of thinking, doing and being. In these conditions, therefore, acting through virtual characters is similar to a theatrical experience. It resembles manipulating and being a puppet, a character on the stage where somebody is acting and is at the same time invisible (acted by a virtual body) (Laurel et al., 1994) . For example, the icon representing the player on the computer screen reacts to our movements on a surface that is not visible on the screen. In other words, we are radically absent and yet present and overdetermined at the same time. 6
Female presence and absence
As women (or gendered subjects), the option of having a virtual body to play with is a liberating appropriation of spaces, actions and narrations, yet these technologies are not designed for us. In a sense, I recognize, along with Braidotti, that women's bodily overrepresentation without embodiment may result in a physical reduction to 'pure surface, exteriority without depth, a movable theatre of the self ' (1994: 51) . Many feminists have criticized the lack of positive representations of women and of comfortable places in cyberspace (Aragon and Sampaio, 2001; Hawthorne, 2001) . However, I believe that the specific medium of videogames entails a new kind of powerful 're-embodiment'. In particular, I found interesting the fact that the player acts through a chosen character's body, which involves internalizing to different degrees the subjective vision, shape, weight, speed of movement, physical strength and weakness of a virtual body.
Videogames as final fantasies
Narrations in videogames are freely taken from a range of popular and mythological sources across media fictions (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998; Kinder, 1991) . This obviously involves a large presence of women's bodies, although they are often constructed in stereotypical ways in order to increase the marketability of such products. Nevertheless, the fact remains that in videogames it is possible to choose to be a character of a different gender or even a different species, and this offers interesting possibilities. This specific interactivity has a potential for developing not only an oppositional gaze, but also subversive inner-action (by which I mean imagining a different body and internalizing its practices) which may have effects outside of the virtual space. Because the body can be an empty shell -a digital surface -our self-perception can be distributed outside of the boundaries of the material body. This conceptualization of the body creates new variations on the way gender is typically portrayed. Videogames clearly present examples of bodies without organs, in part because they are the result of a capitalist interest in bodies. Virtual bodies are cheaper than real ones and recyclable to boot. At the same time, however, virtual bodies can create unpredictable effects and interstices of freedom that are manifested in the subversive appropriation of virtual bodies by 'real' gendered subjects.
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The possibilities I described above do not deny the existence of oppressive ways of experiencing virtual bodies: the fact that a female body (or its representation as a virtual model) is reducible to a mathematical series of polygons may not help us in relating to our real bodies, which involve continuous transformations. Videogames are an example of the speed with which capitalism (in this case, the software industry) has been able to embrace innovation and understand the potential desire for virtual bodies in marketing new types of games. 7
Breast-bouncing options and Lara Croft
One of the most astonishing examples of this innovation is the game Dead or Alive. When the game starts, the player can choose between different characters, all fighters (mainly martial artists, wrestlers or boxers). These characters are all differentiated so the player can quickly identify their features and their names (short and scary sounding) such as Freo or Darko. They all present elements of the grotesque and the exotic in their bodies, names, sounds and accents. All are superhumans, some are trans-species and some cross-dressers. As regards race, they are mostly Asian women or ultra-masculine non-white men. The level of control by the player of their bodies is identical for all characters except for one feature of the female characters -the breast-bouncing option. At the beginning of the game, the player can choose his/her favorite 'way of breast-bouncing' for the female characters. Female breasts are thus given a different materiality, weight and gravity than the rest of the body. This feature requires sophisticated programming and it is not easy to deactivate but, in my view, the most interesting aspect is that it gives the player specific control of body parts traditionally symbolizing femininity. Such control involves deciding the material of which the breasts are made, which means creating an ideal 'frankenwoman' made of various non-organic matters to control and perform with (Schleiner, 2001) . Another example of virtual female characters and breast size can be found in the popular videogame Tomb Raider, one of the best-selling games, in which the main character is a woman. Over the years, this character, Lara Croft, has become so popular that she is discussed in mainstream media. In the first version, in which technology did not allow for accurate definitions of the body (few polygonal meshes), the character of Lara was feminine but almost a caricature of simplified female body characteristics. In later versions, Lara was designed more accurately and simultaneously developed more of a pin-up body. In the latest release of the game, she has long hair, bigger lips and bigger breasts. Her virtual 'evolution' was so marked that, in 1999, the company that produces the game (Eidos Interactive) organized a contest (partly as a forerunner to the Tomb Raider movie) to find a real model to match the character. This fact represents an interesting inversion of properties between real bodies (still unable to enter cyberspace completely) and virtual bodies (able to enter into our real lives).
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From now on, there will be generations of teenagers seeking to emulate a mass of triangulated polygonal meshes originally developed to reproduce stereotyped, 'ideal' women's bodies. 8 This is an interesting phenomenon in an era in which human bodies are being reconceptualized. 9
Enlarge the bandwidth: sensorial hyperrealism and grotesque fantasies
This relationship between real bodies and cyberbodies is of interest due to the many contradictory ideas that it elicits. One such contradiction is that videogames are becoming increasingly realistic and fantastic at the same time. The perfection of detail is an especially interesting aspect of videogames, as increasingly fast processors allow representations to be infinitely more realistic than in the past. Apart from the breast-bouncing option, many details have been added to the bodies of virtual characters, including hair, facial expressions and improved coordination of movement. These technical improvements have produced artists and related websites entirely dedicated to images of virtual women. An expensive art book was recently published with the title Digital Beauties (Wiedemann, 2001) , which contains the most stunning images created using computer graphics by 100 artists. Not surprisingly, the authors are all men; the female bodies are often characterized by big eyes, big breasts, long hair and Barbie doll proportions. Some of the images could be classified as soft porn while others are in the genre of manga-style aesthetics which glamorize pre-teen female bodies, cuteness and Asian features. Clearly, Digital Beauties is an attempt to translate the aesthetics of virtual female bodies into printed media, aimed, of course, at a heterosexual male public. Digital imagery was also expanded into the autonomous production of 'patches' -pieces of software that modify videogames in such a way as to change the sex of the main characters or to display the main character naked. These self-produced software programs have been discussed by Anne Marie Schleiner in 'Does Lara Croft Wear Fake Polygons? ' (2001) .
Attempts at realism
Paradoxically, while these details may attempt to literally recall the 'real world', they cannot ultimately substitute for reality because they are experienced within a machine (the computer) -a contemporary miniaturized boxlike arcade. Digital computer graphics are thus based on the imitation of nature, but without the necessity of authenticity. In digital images, we can find an unusual mix of different objects taken from various historical and geographical contexts. Unfortunately, most of the designers do not use the potentially surreal flatness of the media in innovative or unsettling ways. Often, when we look at the screen of videogames with their tri-dimensional organization of space, our attention is drawn to the background which is commonly a confused and inconsistent landscape filled with rectangular shapes, screens embedded in the screen and lurking creatures. In many videogames, the background is relevant for its exotic details rather than for its relation to what happens in the foreground. Quite unexpectedly, these landscapes remind me of the backgrounds of medieval paintings, like those of Giotto, in which simple lines define the hills which
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are covered by stylized trees and rocks. The paradox is that, in videogames, the landscape is created by a computerized calculation of angles that should result in perfect perspective. Instead, the screen appears as a surface onto which memory and historical elements are inscribed in order to give depth. 10 If we shift our attention to the foreground, the design of videogames offers extremely interesting uses of abstractions and 'pastiche'. Most videogames are characterized by accumulation and exaggeration as the logic regulating the event the player is involved in: recurrent risk of death, apocalyptic environmental catastrophes, climactic sequences of actions which involve unusual objects that symbolize weapons, psychic energies and magical powers. Similarly, the characters that populate videogames are hypervisible bodies: muscular, well defined and impossibly flexible. They are designed to invite involvement in the games and are given visceral features (they scream and bleed if hit, pant when running and, most importantly, die). They have to appeal emotionally to the player and, therefore, they are designed to include a wide range of fantasies (which is why I think of them as 'final fantasies'). They cover a large variety of other fictional media characters, combining exotic, grotesque and miscegenist elements. All these features create virtual bodies that both in the past and in today's real world would be queer, even 'perverted', easily marginalized and censored. Instead, they are acceptable because of their belonging to the realm of 'games'. In contrast, these 'perversions' would not be acceptable in other media. For example, in other information technology contexts, the non-human, rational, cold machine is given higher moral value than humans on the basis of its infallibility and neutrality. 11 This 'fictional acceptability' leaves open the possibility of acting and internalizing virtual, unnatural bodies, which can have positive implications for marginalized races, genders and sexualities. Our imagination about the body may be widened by the inclusion of radical others: nonhuman, multiracial and non-feminine elements (Schleiner, 2001 ). This option enlarges the spectrum of images of women to include warriors, monsters, zombies, mermaids and mutants among others. A variety of nonhuman, non-gendered or transgender identities can multiply our possible enactment of radically other identities in the games. For example, as a player, I enjoy the action and I realize I can finally enact a desire that I cannot express in my daily life -the desire to be a monster, a dinosaur, a wrestler or a tank. I enjoy having to try to move as if I were a heavy monster, play with the possibility of smashing buildings, stomp my feet, scratch with my claws and threaten the other player with my paws and sounds. I like to get lost and wander around eerie landscapes, to listen to my sounds running, panting, screaming when hit. I am thrilled when I meet a new entity that I could never have encountered in my everyday life. 12 These interactions allow me to experience non-stereotyped roles and images of my body. They widen the horizons of feminist concepts of the body because they cross genders, species and human/machine distinctions. I see a potential multiplication of imagined and enacted female embodiments, inclusive of elements taken from animals and machines.
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Videogames are interesting grounds for experiments with power and identity (Kinder, 1991) . The complexity of emotional and sensorial involvement with some games already changes our perception of a materially and temporally grounded body and life. For these reasons, I disagree with many humanistic criticisms of the digital world carried out by a variety of theorists. Furthermore, I reject the popular argument that an excess of information makes human beings detached and indifferent to desire (Zizek, 1996) . On the contrary, I believe that cyberspace potentially catalyzes an enormous amount of energy and desire, which reconfigure identities in new forms.
Temporality and materiality
With regard to the material interests behind videogames and their impact on the question of virtual bodies, it is interesting to note that the videogame industry is heavily marketed towards teenagers and children. An article in Game Zero reports that 'males between 14 and 28 are the primary console game market' (Game Zero, 2000) . For Sony PlayStation, the target age group is predominantly 16 and above while Nintendo targets 12-year-old boys, girls between 12-16 and families who play videogames together. Videogames are more compelling than other software because they are relatively cheap and are bought and used by large numbers of people (Tomb Raider sold 17 million copies worldwide). Obviously, this argument must be geographically contextualized and reduced to the part of the world's population that has access to electricity.
As regards the temporal dimension -although I do not know of many studies done on the demographic aspects of videogame players -the generational time/space gap is profound. The speed and logic behind games can be difficult to perform and comprehend by people older than 40 who did not grow up with computers. Furthermore, the amount of time required to master complex games is great. Another spatial factor is that there are global knowledges about videogames that do not relate in any way to the local lives of the users. For example, if two people from different backgrounds can talk for hours about a certain game strategy across race, gender, class and geographical distances, they may be unable to relate to their local contexts. The border between who is out and who is inside of the 'technoworld' of videogames is vast and difficult to cross.
Time and space limits
As with many other teletechnologies, the powerful imagery of videogames is physically contained in a small machine, extremely limited in space. The passion, desire and energy investment that so many teenagers dedicate to videogames can be explained by the possibility of moving between real spatio-temporal limits. Videogames can be seen as a 'reterritorialization' of a specific defined space which becomes the source of a discourse socially shared with others. In this sense, it is true that the player tends towards self-referentiality (Kinder, 1991) despite the popular idea that videogames, and new technologies in general, are 'interactive' and have a dialogical
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Feminist Theory 4 (1) quality. The complexity of virtual space allows people to develop relationships in highly mediated settings not centered on relationships with other human subjects, but rather with alien forms of life and artificial intelligence. In strictly humanist terms, this new subjectivity may present negative aspects but, if we can imagine ourselves and the machines as subjects mutually constituted, then videogames are an assemblage of machinic and human forms of life. These new forms can offer new ways of expressing gender and sexuality. In digital games our presence, or rather our connection to the game, is continuous in time. There are two time frames involved in digital technologies. One is real time, determined by hours and measured by clocks; the other is the internal time of thinking and organizing information in order to proceed in the game. Playing involves being in a time that is suspended between these two times. Because we are involved in a time in which knowledge processes and their speed are fundamental to accessing data and succeeding in the videogame. This intense movement of knowledge requires concentration and is based on psychological isolation from 'external time'. This is true for other media as well (including television, books and music), although it seems to me that the isolation is greater within computer media because of an almost total disengagement between the two times. An example of this phenomenon can be seen in the fact that often a 'connected' person cannot perceive the length of time spent on the machine. The player is in a sort of hypnotic state, immobile and silent. Videogames accelerate and short-circuit the time of thinking and action, abstracting players completely from everyday time. From the point of view of an observer, the time people spend playing computer games is often considered excessive. The human/machine interactions appear to be either too repetitive or too fast. The external time does not consistently articulate itself with the internal time of the game. Therefore, it is necessary to recognize a multiplicity of times that cannot be unified. Furthermore, videogames are based on the possibility of interruption. Thus, a temporary absence from games can be a powerful way to transform them into lasting 'objects of desire'. A clear example of this is the marketing of Tomb Raider which characterized Lara Croft as the ideal girlfriend as it is possible to develop an intimacy with her while playing the game on a daily basis (Schleiner, 2001) . The possibility of going back, forward, pausing and restarting the videogame confronts the player with a concrete experience which reconfigures time in a non-linear fashion. Additionally, inside the game, most of the spaces represented do not change over time, 13 thereby creating a rather puzzling absence of temporal change in the landscape. Despite (or because of) this immutability, the digital images serve the purpose of escaping our everyday time; they become places of desire, refuge and even nostalgia. This happens in spite of the fact that virtual spaces are smooth, flat, clean surfaces -ordered architectures of data. Videogame landscapes are silent spaces that reflect 'the eternal transparency of the unreal' (Blanchot, 1982: 255) . Virtual space is designed to be self-referential and enveloping. Videogames produce a totalizing space in which we could potentially decide to live perpetually.
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Digital silence and internal time
If our experiences are often connected to words, how is experience configured in virtual space which is so often characterized by silence? I think that the fact that this technology has a silent quality makes it similar to thought processes, albeit of a semi-conscious sort. After all, the organization of consciousness into thought is another silent technology that humans use. In the case of videogames, I argue that the identities enacted while playing might change perceptions and cognitive processes.
The screen
This analysis of time in virtual games can also be useful if extended to virtual space. Videogames differ from other media in that the player can move in the screen. Consequently, the conception of the screen is changed. It is an artificial surface, but it is not flat; rather, it contains tri-dimensional spaces that are not reflective of 'real' spaces (as in film), but of new spaces calculated by the computer at the moment. Undoubtedly, such instantly produced space becomes a landscape in formation, a stratification of moving planes, in which the dualism between 'the real' and its reflection loses meaning in order to become something more complex. Digital spaces can help reconceptualize maps into intensity maps, crossed by bodies without organs, moving in different flows and speeds. Videogame spaces do not have a beginning or an end, but they change with the practices and actions performed in them. Videogames are designed in a fluctuation of time and space which intersect with other speeds of life: the times of listening, speaking and action are already shaped by the time of calculation of the computer functions. In other words, videogames create a circular movement, producing new temporalities in which the differences between words, actions and information are continuously and silently short-circuited. Every time we use a computer, we live moments and powerful experiences that are not just imagined, but are also actually lived in non-existent spaces. I argue that, with regard to digital images, we could say that we are always already dead yet freed to be alive as tri-dimensional images, immersed in 'distributed intensive principles of organs, inside an assemblage, according to machinic connections operating on a body without organs' (Deleuze, 1989: 165) . If we develop this comparison further, assuming that space is not a stable point in time, then images of the body and the subject are a continuous practice of self-construction and dis-mantling. Ultimately, the key question is: how much do videogames 'convert' into fantasies that give us new articulations and new ontological experiences?
In order to answer the broad question posed here, I intend to look at some concrete examples of the production and use of videogames.
Who plays whom? Games, generations and integrated circuits of media productions
As mentioned earlier, marketing data show that videogames are mainly aimed at a young audience and especially males. This social group uses the
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Feminist Theory 4 (1) computer to learn and develop socially recognized skills as well as an emotional and sexual life. This image leaves behind distinctions between work and leisure. Videogames are a socialization process that blurs distinctions between real and virtual bodies. The circuits of these production/consumption, life world/virtual life systems are so integrated that not only do companies involve young players in special discussion groups in order to develop new versions of the games, but the users themselves often become workers for the game company (Terranova, 2000) . The computer becomes their workspace as well as the place to be players/consumers. This extreme identification with games is described by the Japanese term otaku, defined as an obsessive fan of something. However, its etymological origin, developed in the 1980s, refers to young socially inept males seeking refuge in reading or playing with manga animation and comics. 14 The term has a somewhat derogatory meaning as it describes people who put one interest above all else to the point of being asocial and unable to relate to the external world. An otaku, in today's global youth popular culture, 15 is someone who is a dedicated fan of anime and/or manga and lives connected to websites or videogames most of his (less often her) life. 16
Life in the screen: otaku identity and power
In my view, otaku are absolutely invisible yet emblematic; they have internalized their knowledge and desires into virtual entities to the point that international software firms can extract surplus value from them, simultaneously using them as underpaid experts, highly skilled workers and devoted consumers. 17 They may not perceive the process of exploitation; 18 their lives are caught in the integrated circuit (in the capitalist World Wide Web matrix). The isolation/alienation of the otaku is exacerbated by the fact that most of the software available in videogames is designed solely for one player. In this case, the technological choices of the game producers have a tremendous impact on the user's social life (Kinder, 1991) . All users play the same game, but they interact through the machine despite their need to be a community and to socialize the desire/pleasure derived from playing games. For many games, the technological system does not allow for a multiplayer option, therefore shaping vision and selfconstruction in a very individualistic way. In the end, we cannot avoid problematizing the irony of living between a materially isolated life and an imaginary (distributed) multiple identity. An example of the contradiction between the material politics and the imaginary potential of videogames is found in the success of both Temco, the Japanese company that produced Dead or Alive (the abovementioned game in which the player can set breast-bouncing options), and Eidos Interactive 19 that produced Lara Croft's character which has been appropriated by feminists and lesbians as a role model and heroine for women in videogames. However, it is worth noting that Lara Croft's success among women was not the intention of Eidos, which developed a certain femininity for Lara in order to cater to the presumed tastes of the young male players of the game. 20 In other words, women in videogames may relate to Fantone: Final fantasies 65 some characters, but their input would mostly be used as tips for marketing the same product to a larger variety of consumers/users rather than to abolish heteronormative and sexist representations. As an editorial by Tricia Gray (public relations manager of Eidos Interactive) shows:
The Lara Croft image that was supposed to come across to people was: here you have a woman with a nice body, but she likes getting dirty, climbing mountains, killing predators, finding treasure. It was like guys were infatuated with Indiana Jones, so they made a female version of him to suffice their manly needs. . . . This was supposed to be the all around perfect woman for the creators. A beautiful, wealthy, 21 tomboyish woman you can control, make her move, jump, run, kill. (Gray, 1998) If it is true that all characters in videogames are stereotyped gender representations, the process of interaction in the games requires a redefinition of 'imagination' which can change as the player changes. The game user acts through another body which he or she controls. This involves a degree of internalization of the virtual character's embodiment, which can bring forth new queer gender identities. An example of this specific quality of videogames can be found by contrasting the success of Tomb Raider with the failure of the feature film released in summer 2001. Despite high expectations regarding Angelina Jolie's similarities with Lara Croft, the massive advertising that preceded the film and a story with all the elements required for popular approval, many fans (including myself) were disappointed. One factor was that the film was released after Eidos announced the end of the series of Tomb Raider, probably because after four versions the series was sharply in decline. It is interesting to note that, while the virtual character was dead, her human embodiment was being promoted. I think the film was commercially unsuccessful because the interactive experiences and gender identities found in the videogame were absent in the movie. In other words, the intimacy developed while interacting, running and dying repeatedly as Lara Croft could not be conveyed through a film spectator's relationship with the protagonist. The corporeality of an actress as perfect as Angelina Jolie did not remind me of the less graceful, polygonal embodiment of the digital Lara Croft. Furthermore, the ambiguous characteristics associated with Croft's gender identity were changed into more stereotypical gender roles in the film. In particular, it is worth noting that the plot pivoted the adventures of Lara Croft around the needs and desires of two men: her father and the typical heterosexual hero, an archeologist who became her rival/object of desire. Clearly, making these two men so central to the film's development made the movie much less interesting to feminists than the game. Finally, the action scenes in the movie were short and could not match the temporality of the videogame. The different speeds configuring the two respective media narrations of Tomb Raider were incommensurable. On a similar note, I missed the silent, long, solitary wanderings of Lara, which in the movie were not shown in favor of large action scenes with many characters. It is worth noting that Lara Croft was resuscitated in a recently released new version of the game Tomb Raider. Her body changed again, it was 'sexier', perhaps in an attempt to regain the
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Feminist Theory 4(1) loyalty of old fans. Even for the videogame industry a key unanswered question is: Who likes to play with/ as a female character, and why? Two different questionnaires, each administered online to 30 people, show the complex psychological and social processes behind people's choices of favorite videogame characters, preferred body images and gender identifications. 22 At the risk of oversimplifying, I think that despite much unexpected complexity, the questionnaires also convey the impression that the majority of players fit the heterosexual young male profile. The subjects usually tend to deny sexual and gender implications in their choice of female characters. They do, however, enjoy playing female characters for 'purely strategic reasons' and less often from a sense of curiosity to experiment with virtual sexual identities (Wright, 2001 ). The comments provided by young women interviewed about videogames seem to confirm the positive role of characters such as Lara Croft as empowering role models and embodiments of gender-bending (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998; Schleiner, 1999) . Interestingly, the female queer gaze and desire for Lara Croft do not emerge very strongly.
In conclusion, the fact that videogames are a new media allows for all kinds of spectacular elements to be freely mixed. This makes it possible to rupture established hierarchies and barriers in female/male roles, as well as human/animal, normal/monster, human/machine, white/non-white and colonizer/colonized binaries. The possibility exists not only for a resistant oppositional vision, but also for subversive uses and practices beyond the commercial aims of the game designers. Virtual interactions affect our gendered subject's self-perception and possibilities of experimentation, widening possible definitions of our identity in empowering ways. that of inner-action which would emphasize the performance of 'other' identities outside of our material limitations. 6. This kind of sensation is difficult to express in words and I was amazed to find a description that could help me in that task in Blanchot's (1982) notion of literary space in the chapter in which he describes the corpse. It was then unsurprisingly difficult for me to relate this description of death to my desire for such bodies and to play them in videogames. The virtual character is an embodiment, a corpse that waits for the player in the game, without decomposing, to be 'acted' by the player when the time comes. In a sense, we can say that technology fulfills the ultimate desire to abolish, or at least resist, death. 7. One example of this can be seen in the Pokemon phenomenon: collectable monsters simultaneously marketed as cartoons, toys, videogames, trading card games, two movies and an infinite number of gadgets. These animal/trans-species mutants are friends of the children and must be collected and treated well in order to become mature, powerful and able to morph into cyborgs. They are apparently ungendered, but they are a mix of feminine and masculine features and in their evolution they represent a highly complex world. In a way, Pokemon offers a potential challenge to conventional ideas of masculine and anthropocentric power, but does not challenge the fundamental capitalist idea of power defined by private property (in this case, collecting and possessing inferior beings). The values underlying the narration are packaged in situations and complex science fiction interfaces designed to appeal to youth. Most of the offshoot industry of toys and publications are aimed at young males. 8. Quite interestingly, one of the top French model agencies has already developed a branch dealing only with virtual model management and bought the copyright to Lara Croft's character after 'her' success, as this quote from Wired Magazine highlights:
In the past, Lara Croft, with her mighty pixels, was unable to register with the Elite modeling agency. Being human was a requirement. The Elite modeling agency's cast of human super models include: Cindy Crawford, Linda Evangelista, Kate Moss, Naomi Campbell, and Claudia Schiffer. But in July 1999, the Elite modeling agency has created a new division to manage the careers of computer-generated models and actresses. Inspired by the runaway success of Lara Croft, the digital star of Eidos' Tomb Raider game, Elite's Illusion 2K will hire out Computer Graphics models for virtual fashion shows, movies, TV, advertising, and games. (Kahney, 1999) 9. Specific aspects of Lara Croft's body and the relationship between the character's actions and the player have been discussed by Schleiner (2001) . 10. I believe there is a similarity between the contemporary, popular, cultural production of images of trans-species monsters and grotesque elements and the B-movies of the 1950s and 1960s. At that time too, the popularization of scientific discourse was used to construct both an idea of unprecedented scientific progress (space conquests) as well as 'end of the world' fears, particularly related to nuclear war technologies. In this respect, I see a similarity with transgenic food being narrated as if it 68 Feminist Theory 4(1)
should be acceptable because it is produced as a discourse coming from the realm of science. 11. Another interesting example of virtual female bodies associated with the machine is the blue-haired Ananova, the virtual anchor woman, created in Britain and sold in slightly different 'customized' versions for various national markets to broadcast live news on the web and eventually also on television. Her not being human solves the problems of physical needs, biases and emotions. 12. I found a similar fascination for the landscapes and situations of videogames in the work of videoartist Peggy Awesh. In one of her works she records herself playing Tomb Raider, consciously looking at the dark corners, software errors and strange situations in which the characters get stuck. Her work reflects an identification with the female characters while at the same time problematizing and queering the rules of the game. 13. In the last three years, new software has been invented to imitate the 'natural' decay of objects in digital images, which otherwise have an eternal quality. This software is based on algorithms that calculate shadows, dust and cracks in the surfaces and add those features to the objects in the digital image. 14. Japanese popular comics, ranging in subject and artistic value, whose content is often related to sex and teenage girls (Schodt, 1996) . 15. This term has been popularized outside of the Japanese youth culture by William Gibson's novel Idoru. Unsurprisingly, the almost 'invisible' otaku character is the only young man who can save the young western woman from death and save the cyberlife of the other characters. In other words, the quintessential 'other' is a young man who turns into the hero. Clearly, in the novel, the interaction between the human and the virtual female character is more complex than I can convey here: as Ross Farnell argues, 'she escapes the binary digital confines of data for rhizomatic analog complexity -achieving a metaphorical symbiotic union with the corporeality of the rock star Rez. The iconic mapping of their converging data creates an unstable assemblage ' (1998: 459) . However, from the point of view of a female reader, the gendering of transcendence and desire into a highly feminine form of digital life represents a predictable and uninteresting element. I should thank Brian Easton for his clarification on the origin of the words Idoru and otaku. 16. I found an interesting example in a publication called Play-X Magazine: two pages were dedicated to a detailed description of how to design a virtual model and the following page reminded the young readers that there are equivalent real 'hot' women by showing pictures of Japanese teenagers in sexy outfits. Another interesting example is a videogame called Sims in which you choose to interact with humans whose characteristics you define at the beginning of the game (girlfriend or friends, profession, personality traits and physical features). The striking lack of diversity of the characters makes it a good example of an idealized western wealthy social life. 17. An excellent discussion of the redefinition of labor within the new technology sector and its blurring of the boundaries between productive labor and social spaces is developed by Terranova (2000) .
18. This is a case in which the democratic idea of participatory design in software has been appropriated by the producers, and the input of the users in the designing of the final product does not challenge either the dominant sexist narration or capitalist labor relations. 19. To be more precise, Tomb Raider was produced by the UK-based Core Design, which is owned by Eidos. I shall give credit for this clarification to Clint Levijoki who interpreted my view as fostering competition between men and women. 20. In an article entitled 'Breast Reduction', Tricia Gray of Eidos Interactive explains that Lara's breasts were enhanced by a larger amount of polygons:
. . . they smoothed out the polygons, for a realistic look of a woman's body. . . . Some gamers are mad because of the breast reduction . . . besides, they look a lot better smoother than they did pointy. We also get a lot of female gamers from all ages telling us how much they love our game . . . some appreciate the fact that she is a strong woman, independent and adventurous. None however complained when she appeared in TR II with different tits. (Gray, 1998) As a result, in Tomb Raider 3 and 4, Lara's breasts became larger and disproportionate. 21. The class issue regarding Tomb Raider's character is particularly interesting since, in the introductory footage before the game, the player is given background information about Lara. She is the daughter of a British noble family and lives in a 17th-century mansion where she can practice many sports. The decorations and furniture suggest a very colonial relation to the places where all her adventures take place, since she has artifacts from India, Egypt, Rome, Greece. This exemplifies how the narrative of colonial exploration and the discovery of treasure and ancient mysteries are being relegitimized in a new form of popular global youth culture. Similarly, the presence of characters (mostly enemies) whose features are taken from different cultural, geographical and historical contexts creates an interesting recentering of the western characters that are today widely challenged in other media. 22. I am referring to two different studies. One was a questionnaire designed by Katherine Wright regarding the gender choice of characters in virtual environments. The other questionnaire was created by Anne Marie Schleiner and focussed specifically on Tomb Raider's Lara Croft and the reasons why players liked her (Wright, 2001) . I also draw on Cassell and Jenkins' From Barbie to Mortal Kombat (1998) in which the authors transcribe extremely revealing young women's commentaries on videogames.
